
DIY COMPOSTING TOILET BUILD PLANS
by: Nick Peterson, Throne Composting Toilet founder

Composting toilets shouldn’t be complicated, ugly, or expensive. In 2013 after being over-
whelmed by complicated sanitation options for our old Airstream, I read on a forum about 
Composting Toilets. It sounded like a much simpler solution than plumbing complicated 
holding tanks, chemicals, and nasty dump stations. After 8 years and a half dozen proto-
types, the Throne was born.

At their core, most composting toilets on the market are simple and there’s no reason 
they should be complicated, ugly or expensive. These plans will guide you through con-
structing your own simple, attractive, and affordable composting toilet. Here are the basic 
components of a composting toilet and how they function:

THE BASE
The base houses the receptacles and needs a com-
fortable seat, ideally with a lid. The base needs to be 
semi-sealed so the vent system can create negative 
pressure inside the base and draw out any smells. 
The base also needs to be strong enough to hold 
anyone that may use it. These plans build a curved 
base with a sheet metal wrap that is compact and 
aesthetically pleasing. You’re not limited to this 
shape. In the past I’ve built a rectangular box which 
is much easier to shroud.

DIVERTER
The diverter (or separator) separates the liquids from 
the solids, placing them in different receptacles. If 
you only used one container for both the liquids and 
the solids, you would need to use more covering 
material to manage smell which means faster filling 
and more emptying. By separating the liquids from 
the solids, you can dust the solids with covering 
material between uses and easily remove and empty 
the liquids container. This method makes toilet 
maintenance easiler and less frequent.

RECEPTACLES
The bucket holds the solids and the jug holds the 
liquids. The Throne is designed to use up to a 6 gal-
lon bucket for the solids (a 5 gallon bucket can work 
too) and a 1-3 gallon jug for liquids. The bigger the 
better for both of these. If you’d like to have a remote 
liquids tank, the diverter outlet has an outer diame-
ter (OD) of 1” and can be plumbed to a remote tank 
outside of the base.

VENTILATION
The vent system creates negative pressure inside 
the Throne base so any lingering smells (during or in 
between use) are quickly drawn outside. We couple 
the vent system with a carbon filter to neutralize 
the smell coming from the vent. Smell is obviously 
a big deal when it comes to a toilet option. Manag-
ing little to no smell with your Throne is completely 
doable with the vent system and proper covering 
techniques.

Our team of tiny living and nomadic folks has a cumulative 34 years (and counting) of 
composting toilet experience, with 17 different composting toilets (both DIY and store-
bought). So you could say we’ve learned a thing or two about what works vs. what causes 
smells, accidents, and embarrassment. We’ve designed the Throne Composting Toilet to 
fix the problems you’ve had with other models. We’ve built and bought dozens of toilets 
and gotten feedback from hundreds of composting toilet users about what they like, 
don’t like, and would do differently.

We would love to hear from you! Please reach out at anytime with questions and feed-
back and to show us your composting toilet build!  
support@thronecompostingtoilet.com
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TOOLS LIST
• JIG SAW with blades specifically for metal and 

wood

• SKILL SAW or Chop Saw

• SPEED SQUARE
• PENCIL or other marking implement

• SCISSORS or Exacto Knife

• DRILL
• COUNTERSINK sized to match screw heads. 

• ⅛” DRILL BIT
• SANDING BLOCK  80 grit  or Belt Sander (Medi-

um - Coarse Grit)

OPTIONAL
• Wood Glue

• Impact Driver

• Variable Speed Router + Metal Flush Trim Bit

COMPONENTS

MATERIALS LIST
¾” PLYWOOD 24 in x 48 in
This will be enough wood for the top, bottom, and 
back.

• Top 15.36” x 22.31”
• Bottom 15.36” x 22.31”
• Rear 9” x 18”

1 in x 2 in x 8 ft COMMON BOARD (qty 3)
Cut 11 supports, 18” each
Avoid dimensional 1”x2” boards which measure 0.75” 
x 1.5”

SCREWS
• 26 pcs #9 x 2” screw (Stardrive with fluted tip are 
my favorite but any 2” screws will do)
• 3 pcs #8 x 1.25” screw (To connect the top to bot-
tom for easy sanding to match curves)
• 8-10 screws for securing trim (these often come 
included with aluminum trim piece below)

Aluminum SHEET METAL Top & Shroud 
(or other material to cover the base)

• Top 15.5 in x 22.5 in
• Front 18 in x 55 in

ALUMINUM TRIM
55 in Dead Soft Aluminum Edging / Nose Molding 

Elongated TOILET SEAT 
The BEMIS 1500EC has a nice gray option that looks 
good with the metal shroud.

DIVERTER
The Throne Composting Toilet Liquids Diverter will 
fit best but with some modification another model 
could likely be used. .

BUCKET 
6 Gallon with Snap Lid (A standard 5 gallon bucket 
will work)

JUG 
Our compatible 3-Gallon Liquids Jug will work best 
and offers the largest capacity that will fit in the 
toilet base.
A 2-gallon water jug (8.5” diameter) or recycled 1 gal-
lon jug (vinegar, bleach, or similar) will work too, but 
you’ll just need to empty it more often. 

VENTILATION SYSTEM 
You’ll want some type of ventilation inside your base 
to draw out any smells and moisture during and 
between use. Checkout our Ventilation Kit! 
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https://www.amazon.com/Bemis-1500EC-390-Lift-Off-Elongated/dp/B005MTSTS4
https://thronecompostingtoilet.com/products/composting-toilet-diverter
https://thronecompostingtoilet.com/products/6-gallon-composting-toilet-bucket-lid
https://thronecompostingtoilet.com/products/throne-3-gallon-liquids-jug
https://thronecompostingtoilet.com/products/throne-diy-composting-toilet-vent-kit
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS
TRACE & CUT WOOD PIECES
Cut out top, bottom, and back blanks

• Top dimensions L24” x W16”
• Bottom dimensions L24” x W16”
• Back dimensions 18” x 9”

Note: a 24” x 48” x ¾” sheet of plywood is all you’ll 
need.

Cut eleven 1” x 2” x 18” supports (Note: avoid dimen-
sional 1x2’s. They measure 0.75” x 1.5”)

Cut out the tracing plans/template using scissors or 
an exacto knife.

Take your top blank and place the cutout template 
on top, marking a clear cutting line. Use a screw or 
other sharp point to mark each center screw hole 
location. These are marked with Xs. Using a jigsaw 
or bandsaw, cut out the outside profile shape for the 
top and bottom. Also cutout the inside opening on 
the top piece.

Drill holes on the points where the X was.
Countersink drilled holes.

Align the traced top blank with the bottom blank 
and secure with several 1.5” screws. You don’t need 
to screw every hole - just a few to hold the two piec-
es together while shaping.

Using a belt sander or heavy grit sanding block, 
shape the area you just cut so they match up nicely. 
(Sometimes the jigsaw blade can wander, so sand-

ing ensures a consistent shape from the top to the 
bottom.)

Extend the top holes to the bottom. You’ll need to 
swap and remove the screws that are securing the 
top to the bottom and replace other holes with 
screws to secure.

Once all the holes are extended from the top to the 
bottom, place the tracing template back on the top 
and mark small tick-marks on the side of the top 
where the supports will go. Once this is marked on 
the top, use a speed square to extend this line to the 
base. This will make installing your supports much 
easier!

Remove the screws securing the top to the bottom. 
Using your jigsaw, cut the inside shape for the open-
ing on the top. This cutout is only for the top.

ASSEMBLE WOOD BASE
Take your bottom cutout and add counter sink holes 
to your pilot holes, ensuring they are added on the 
bottom of the base.

Add the #9 x 2” screws to each hole on the top and 
bottom cutouts.

Assemble! Start with securing the top to the rear. 
Add one support at a time by lining up with the 
support marks you made on the side of the top, and 
secure each with a screw. You can optionally glue 
each support to the base and top, making the base 
more stable.

Flip over the partially assembled base and add the 
bottom by lining up the support marks and securing 
each support with a screw.

INSTALL METAL SHROUDING & TRIM
Rough cut metal pieces using a jigsaw with a metal 
blade.

• Top Piece Dimensions: 15.5” x 22.5”
• Shrouding Wrap Piece Dimensions: 19.5” x 54”
• Metal Trim: ~54” Dead Soft Nose Trim

Wrap and attach the shrouding wrap piece. Secure 
at the bottom with 5-8 fasteners. The top will be 
held in place by the trim. For a temporary hold while 
working, use ratchet straps to hold the shroud wrap 
in place. This allows you to get everything lined up 
perfectly so you can use your hands to secure the 
fasteners. 
 
Place the top metal piece on the toilet top and 
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BASIC DIRECTIONS 
1. Trace & Cut Wood Pieces
2. Assemble Wood Base
3. Install Ventilation System
4. Install Metal Shrouding, Trim, & Toilet Seat
5. Add Receptacles & Good-to-Go!

Cut Sheet Printing Notes:
If you ordered the Throne Diverter, a full size cut 
sheet will come with it. If you want to print your 
own cut sheet, scaling is IMPORTANT! Be sure the 
printer settings are at 100% (not fitting/shrinking to 
paper) We’ve included a ruler on each page to help 
you verify that your printout is correctly scaled.

• 18” x 24” large format version
• 8.5” x 11” multi-page version

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0609/0276/8882/files/DIY_Composting_Toilet_18x24_Cut_Sheet.pdf?v=1642707892
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0609/0276/8882/files/DIY_Composting_Toilet_Build_Plans_8.5x11.pdf?v=1642707448


install trim over the top and front metal pieces 
starting from one of the back corners. Use fasten-
ers provided with the trim. Firmly press trim down 
before securing so there are no gaps between wood, 
metal and trim. Continue securing until you reach 
the opposite corner. Remove excess trim with a hack 
saw or angle grinder.

INSTALL TOILET SEAT
Place the seat over the top opening allowing for 
consistent space around the seat. Mark your seat 
mounting point locations, drill holes, and add hard-
ware.

Every toilet seat has different hardware. Most stan-
dard porcelain toilets have a very thick base and the 
hardware is made to accommodate this so you may 
need to modify/trim the seat hardware to fit your 
DIY toilet. I like to install T-Nuts on the underside of 
the top that matches the seat hardware. You don’t 
want to have the seat hardware sticking down inside 
your base as it will interfere with the bucket place-
ment. 

INSTALL VENTILATION SYSTEM
If you’re using our ventilation kit you can proceed 
with the following instructions. If you plan to vent 
your Throne via a different method you can proceed 
to the final step. 

Rear & vent opening - cut out fan opening in rear. 
Add trim on the inside for a flat surface. Add rear 
flange. Add holes in the flange to secure the fan to 
the flange.

ADD RECEPTACLES & DIVERTER 
Place the 6-gallon bucket inside the base and push 
all the way towards the back.

Add the 3-gallon liquids jug* in front of the bucket 
and make sure the jug is firmly against the front of 
the base.

Slide the bucket forward until it reaches the jug.

*Note: If you are using a different jug than the 3-Gal-
lon water jug you may need to make some stops for 
the liquid jug so it will align with the diverter.

Install the diverter by simply dropping it into place. 
The liquids funel should seat into the top of the liq-
uids jug and the solids opening should sit inside the 
bucket. The diverter is not attached to the toilet so it 
can be easily removed when emptying receptacles.
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WELL DONE!
Now it’s time to take your inexpensive, attractive, 
and easy-to-clean composting toilet for a spin!

SHARE YOUR STORY
Help others in the off-grid and tiny-living 
communities to confidently build their own 
composting toilet.

• Tag us if you’re posting on social media
• Send us some photos so we can see your 
work
• Write a review on our website

I appreciate any feedback you have and can’t 
wait to see your toilet!

Nick Peterson
Throne Composting Toilet
thronecompostingtoilet.com
support@thronecompostingtoilet.com
Instagram @thronecompostingtoilet
Facebook @thronecomposting

https://thronecompostingtoilet.com/
mailto:support@thronecompostingtoilet.com
https://www.instagram.com/thronecompostingtoilet/
https://www.facebook.com/thronecomposting

